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FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

27 February, 2014
1907 Victoria, as Seen Through the Lens of William 

Harbeck. Helen Edwards.                                                                

A copy of William Harbeck’s early movie of 

Vancouver and Victoria was found in Australia 

some years ago. See Victoria as your grandparents 

might have known it.

Helen Edwards has a long involvement with 

heritage, having worked for the Hallmark 

Heritage Society for many years, and is the B.C. 

director for Heritage Canada Foundation. She is 

also a member of VHS and acts as our webmaster.

27 March, 2014

Francis Rattenbury’s Yukon Venture. John Motherwell
John Motherwell, a Victoria surveyor and 

engineer, worked in the Yukon for many years. He 

developed a life-interest in its history. His recently 

published book, Gold Rush Steamboats, Francis 

Rattenbury’s Yukon Venture, presents a fascinating 

account of Rattenbury’s activity in the north.

24 April, 2014
The Life and Times of the Hon. Alexander Rocke 

Robertson.
Ian Robertson.
A native of Ontario and a lawyer, Robertson came 

to Vancouver Island in 1864. Because the 

Vancouver Island bar only accepted British-trained 
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24 April, 2014
The Life and Times of the Hon. Alexander Rocke 

Robertson.
Ian Robertson.
A native of Ontario and a lawyer, Robertson came 

to Vancouver Island in 1864. Because the 

Vancouver Island bar only accepted British-trained 

lawyers, he had great difficulty in joining it. He 

served as Mayor of Victoria in 1870, went into 

provincial politics, established the Public Schools 

Act, and became a Supreme Court Justice in 1880, 

sadly only to die a year later. Several members of 

his family have become lawyers and judges.
Ian Robertson, a family member and lawyer, 

recently retired and moved to the island. He is a 

member of the VHS.

22 May, 2014

More Than Emily Carr’s Sketching Partner: The Life 

and Art of Edythe Hembroff-Schleicher. Christina 

Johnson-Dean

Christina Johnson-Dean is a graduate of U of C, 

Berkeley, and has an MA from U.Vic. She had the 

good fortune to meet Edythe. She has written on 

the Unheralded Artists of B.C., such as Ina 

Uhthoff and Edythe Hembroff-Schleicher.
May being the AGM, the business meeting starts at 

7:00 pm.

W
COMING EVENTS

The Independent Order of Odd Fellows (IOOF) 

had their inaugural meeting in Victoria on March 

10, 1864. In honour of this 150th anniversary 

John Adams will be conducting two events which 

will be of interest to VHS members.
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Monday March 3 at 7:30 pm.

John Adams will be giving an illustrated talk about 

the history of Odd Fellows in Victoria. Find out 

what the English origins of the order are, how it 

started in the United States and the people 

involved in starting the order in Victoria. Many 

prominent Victoria residents were Odd Fellows. 

The talk will take place in the lavishly decorated 

lodge room, built in , at Odd Fellows Hall, 1879

1315 Douglas Street. Doors open at 7:00 pm. Talk 

starts at 7:30. No reservations needed. All 

welcome. By donation.

Sunday March 9 at 2:00 pm.

John Adams will be leading the Old Cemeteries 

Society’s Sunday tour to graves of notable Odd 

Fellows. He will discuss some of the symbols on the 

graves and display a rare nineteenth century Odd 

Fellows grave marker. Meet outside Oregano’s, 

Fairfield Plaza. $5. All welcome.

For more information about these activities and 

about the history of Odd Fellows in Victoria, 

contact John at discoverthepast@telus.net or call 

him at 250.384.6698.

KITCHENER MEMORIAL OAK AT VICTORIA 
HIGH SCHOOL

The reader’s attention is drawn to the new plaque 

that has been placed adjacent to The Kitchener 

Memorial Oak on the grounds of Victoria High 

School  (on Grant Street between Fernwood and 

Camosun Streets). 

This tree was planted and dedicated in April 1917 

to the memory of Field Marshal the Earl Kitchener 

of Khartoum, the British Secretary of State for 

War, who died in June 1916 when the cruiser 

Hampshire, in which he was sailing to Russia to 

put heart into the Russian military efforts against 

the Central Powers, hit a mine and sank in waters 

near the Orkneys. 
Soldiers living in Victoria who had served under 
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School  (on Grant Street between Fernwood and 

Camosun Streets). 

This tree was planted and dedicated in April 1917 

to the memory of Field Marshal the Earl Kitchener 

of Khartoum, the British Secretary of State for 

War, who died in June 1916 when the cruiser 

Hampshire, in which he was sailing to Russia to 

put heart into the Russian military efforts against 

the Central Powers, hit a mine and sank in waters 

near the Orkneys. 
Soldiers living in Victoria who had served under 

Kitchener in African campaigns, including the 

Anglo-Boer War, planted the Kitchener Memorial 

Oak. 

Inasmuch as a passerby would have no knowledge 

of the importance of the tree, or of its planting 

and dedication in 1917, the Victoria High School 

Alumni Association, at its expense, had the plaque 

cast. It has been installed with the assistance of 

School District 61 Maintenance Staff and the 

Principal, Ms. Randi Falls. The plaque was 

designed by Fred Packford, VHS 1949 and 

longtime member of Staff, with wording by the 

undersigned. 

The plaque is a companion to that which 

acknowledges the Rededication of the Memorial 

Trees that were planted on 17 April 1917 on the 

occasion of the second anniversary of the 2nd 

Battle of Ypres, the Canadian Army’s ‘Baptism of 

Fire’ in Flanders, when poison gas was used 

against Canadian and other allied forces with 

terrible effect. The Rededication of the Memorial 

Trees plaque – ‘For King and Country’ -- is 

mounted on the School, immediately above the 

Cornerstone (which dates from 1912).

Barry Gough, VHS 1956; Staff 1965-1965, and 

Chair, VHS Alumni Association

MARITIME MUSEUM OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

Bastion Square

Thurs Mar 6: 7:00 pm:  Michael Layland: The 

Land of Heart’s Delight: early hydrographic and 

mapping surveys of Vancouver Island & adjacent 

waters. Admission by donation. 

Mon Mar 10: 12 noon: Allan Snowie: Canadians 

in the Royal Naval Air Service during the Great 

War Admission by donation. 

Tues Mar 11: 7 pm: Dr. Jason Colby: The West 

and US Expansion: The Continental 

Consequences of the War of 1812. Admission by 

donation.
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Sun Mar 16: 2-3 pm: Shipwrecks: Book 

Discussion. Admission by Donation.

W

THE RECENT FEDERAL FOCUS ON HISTORY 

AFFECTING CANADIAN

What do the following have in common: a changing 

historical basis, Canadian Museum of Civilization, 

Bill C-49, Nishga Girl  and The Canadian 

Association of Petroleum Producers?
They are part of the changing presentation of 

history for influencing other aspects of life.

 
An article in the fall newsletters explained previous 

changes (“The Case of Nishga Girl, the Canadian 

Museum of Civilization and Bill C-49J.The 

Importance of Our National Museums”). Further 

developments are startling and now involve the 

Westcoast issue of bitumen–carrying tankers in our 

waters.  A chronological summary of  events makes 

clear the intent of changes.

 
The federal government began changing the focus 

of history from social history to an old fashioned 

political and military basis. Present social history 

takes account of underlying influences, economic 

social and cultural. In dealing with  individuals, 

peoples and places, exhibits contain layers of 

meaning and inspiration for citizens wishing to 

make changes. In contrast, the ‘twin pillars’ focus 

more on events and the powerful hierarchical 

organizations. 

 
Bill C-60, passed into law in June 2013, removed all 

Crown Corporations’ arms length independence, so 

that government could deal directly with salaries and 

working conditions, including for museums. By late 

2012, Bill C-49 amending the Museums Act. sought 

to change the name of the world famous Canadian 

Museum of  Civilization (CMC) to  the more limited 

Canadian Museum of History (CMH).. The bill also 

removed what then Ministers Moore of Canadian 

Heritage, at his May 2013 Committee meeting, 

called ‘barriers’ to government daily control. The 
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removed what then Ministers Moore of Canadian 

Heritage, at his May 2013 Committee meeting, 

called ‘barriers’ to government daily control. The 

mandate loses ‘cultural research’ defining the intent. 

and ‘critical understanding’.

 
Bill C-49 was scheduled to be adopted at the senate 

and to become law in the second week of Feb. 2014. 

It is interesting to note that, under the old mandate 

before the bill’s passing, CMC CEO Mark O’Neill 

banned a certain cultural research topic on the 

North. The researcher affected consulted MP 

Elizabeth May. Can we be sure to keep censorship 

and bias away from exhibits?
Several incidents added concern about the safety of 

artifacts. First, O’Neill suddenly allowed gutting the 

Westcoast exhibit, in the permanent Canada Hall, of 

Nishga Girl.  This gill netter boat was built by 

cooperation between Japanese and Nisga’a families 

after World War II, and has symbolism to both 

peoples. Notification that this artifact would be 

returned to BC caused protests, especially by the 

Japanese who had raised considerable funds for 

sending the artifact east, Ultimately, after a meeting 

of all concerned on July 8, 2013, with O’Neill’s 

apologies for ignoring Japanese history in Canada, 

the promise \was that the boat stay for exhibit use.

 
Minister Moore at his committee meeting did two 

things. To change the permanent exhibits means 

removing artifacts. He offered to send 3.5 million 

artifacts across Canada, an impossible wholesale 

giveaway of CMC’s social history artifacts, since 

museums only accept what they can afford to store 

and preserve and many museums are facing 

financial and space constraints..

 
The minister also promised $25 million, 

considered inadequate by retired CMC museum 

staff, for removing exhibits and creating new. His 

apparent ignorance of museum functions increases 

concern about political influence on salaries and 

conditions in specialized work places. 

 
The government’s wish to influence all Canada 

was clear when they earlier wanted to change 

school history textbooks, provincial educational 

territory. So a $12 million national history fund 
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with prizes was announced last June. Social history 

is not likely to succeed here.

 
National history museums are useful for passing 

information to lower level institutions and to 

influence Canadians generally, However, exhibits 

are expensive. Sponsorships applied to museums 

can raise troublesome questions.  On Nov. 25 last 

year, O’Neill at his press conference identified The 

Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers 

(CAPP) as sponsors for all major exhibits until 

2018. Also, a $200,00 donation for 5 years to 2017, 

the 150th anniversary of Confederation Exhibit is 

touted as a generous million, an amount low for 

exhibit costs. CAPP’s own 2013 estimate of 

revenues is 100 billion a year. The donation brings 

honour to their name on the exhibit toward 

Canadians acceptance of pipelines and tankers.

 
After a check of the oil companies’ record for 

influencing contents, concerns about the loss of 

‘critical understanding’ in the new mandate 

increase. In 2012, Enbridge’s video illustration 

omitted 1000 square kilometers of islands on the 

BC tanker route. In a controversial exhibit on 

Energy. in 2011 at the Canadian Museum of 

Science and Technology, petroleum sponsorship 

gave $600,000 over six years. Proof was found of 

content influence on the tar sands section. O’Neill 

promised no involvement by CAPP in the 

Confederation Exhibit contents. Can we trust his 

word and the sponsor’s? Will the public be able to 

trust the integrity of exhibits and collections or are 

museums to become propaganda sites?

 
The passing of bill C-49 into law becomes a sad 

occasion. Working to protect the Canadian 

Museum of Civilization from harm is really about 

saving Canadian Civilization itself. 

 
Mary E. Doody Jones
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Prime Minister Stephen Harper
Email. stephen.harper@parl.gc.ca
Phone: 613-992-4211 Fax: 613-941-6900
Address: House of Commons
            Ottawa, ON, K1A 0A6

Hon. Shelley Glover, Minister of Canadian 

Heritage and Official Languages
Email: shelley.glover@parl.gc.ca
Telephone: 613-995-0579 Fax: 613-996-7571
Address: House of commons,
            Ottawa, ON, K1A 0A6

W

EARLY MOTORING IN VICTORIA
You auto visit these old garages. 

he first mass produced car in North America Twas a one cylinder, 3 horse power 

Oldsmobile manufactured in Lansing, Michigan 

from 1901 to 1906. One of these, purchased by 

Victoria coroner Dr Edward Hart for $650 in May 

1902, was the first gasoline powered automobile in 

the city and carried registration permit number 4. 

Ransom Olds promoted his runabout by 

proclaiming “It never kicks or bites, never tires out 

on long runs and during hot weather you can ride 

fast enough to make a breeze without sweating the 

horse. It does not require care in the stable and 

only eats when it is on the road which is no more 

than one cent a mile”. 

The first automobile seen in the city was likely in 

October 1901 when a steam powered buggy of 

unknown manufacture was displayed by Hi 

Henry’s Travelling Minstrel Show. The first local 

ownership of a steam powered automobile was a 

1902 Locomobile Steamer Runabout owned by 

Captain W. Le Poer-Trench carrying registration 

permit number 3. (Registration of automobiles in 

B.C. did not start until February 1904. The first 

registration permit was issued to Victoria 

businessman John Barnsley, likely for his 1903 

Orient Buckboard buggy. Details of who owned 

cars before 1904 remain sketchy). Irishman Le 
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Poer - Trench arrived in B.C. about 1893 from 

Australia where he had served as Aide de Camp to 

the Governor of New South Wales. He and his wife 

purchased 300 acres at Cole Bay in Saanich and 

ran a stock farm there known as Coorheen. 

Tragically, the Captain died of consumption in 

1904 at the age of 40. The home on the farm 

burned down in 1905 and Mrs. Le Poer-Trench 

liquidated the farm and returned to the U.K. The 

Locomobile was acquired at auction by Lorenzo 

(Larry) Quagliotti for $120. The vehicle was 

reported as requiring boiler repairs to put it in 

running order. Larry was one of the three 

Quagliotti brothers who owned and managed 

various hotels and theatres in Victoria. He briefly 

operated a garage in the 300 block of Cook Street 

c. 1915.  Another steam powered car from that era 

was purchased in 1903 by A. E. (Bert) Todd from 

the White Sewing Machine Company of Cleveland, 

Ohio, and which was delivered to Victoria by ship 

from San Francisco. 

Although it was easier and less expensive to obtain 

water than gasoline, steam engines were noisy and 

tricky to operate. Gasoline engines became the 

norm and by the time Henry Ford’s cheap, mass 

produced Model T came on the market in 1908, 

steam power was on its way out. Gasoline was 

dispensed by marine suppliers, hardware stores 

and agencies licensed by major oil companies, 

such as J. Bryant at 625 Johnson Street. Bryant's 

‘House of Service’ also repaired bicycles, sporting 

goods, gramophones and buggy tires. Oil 

company owned gas stations did not arrive in the 

city until 1928 although Imperial Oil was 

operating in B.C. by 1896 and Shell Oil by 1915.

The replacement of horse drawn passenger 

vehicles by cars, substantially accomplished in 

Victoria by the end of the First World War, helped 

clean up the manure encrusted streets which were 

a major source of typhoid and other fly-borne 

diseases.
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Victoria by the end of the First World War, helped 

clean up the manure encrusted streets which were 
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Early vehicles were ramshackle affairs; basically 

motorised buggies. They often lacked fundamental 

parts such as brakes, windshields, lights and 

mudguards. Breakdowns were frequent. Repair 

shops, some evolving from blacksmiths, bicycle 

and carriage shops sprang up around the city. A 

few of these remain and still service cars today.

The building occupied by Lou’s Auto Repair at 

617 Vancouver Street was built about 1912 by 

Henry A. Davie, a native of Sunderland, England, 

who arrived in Victoria in 1910 with wife Ethel. He 

operated the garage with David W. Atkinson, 

Ethel’s brother as shop foreman and later 

manager.

Davie opened another garage on Yates Street in 

1917 and operated the McLaughlin – Buick 

dealership at 860 Yates Street about 1920. (This 

building is extant and is partially occupied by 

Sugar Nightclub).  The Davie’s were then living at 

231 St. Andrews Street in James Bay, also extant. 

Henry died in 1923 and Ethel one year later. The 

garage on Vancouver Street became the Atkinson 

Motor Company and by 1925 had an outlet at 809 

Yates with David’s son Thomas Atkinson as 

Superintendent. They were Vancouver Island 

distributors of Durant, Star, Peerless and Flint 

automobiles . In the 1930's and 1940's 

the Vancouver Street location, now the T. Atkinson 

Garage employed Thomas’s son Dynes as a 

mechanic. The building was modified to its 

present configuration in the 1940's and the garage 
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was operated by the Atkinson family into the 

1970's.

Over in Fernwood, a garage was opened by taxi 

driver Robert Frayne about 1920. Frayne had been 

a gunner at the Signal Hill Battery in 1917. 

Variously identified as 2320 Fernwood and 1289 

Walnut, the properties contained the garage and 

the Frayne residence. In the early 1930's the name 

changed to Fernwood Garage under the ownership 

of Mrs. L. M. Frayne. From 1935, Kathleen & 

Leslie Foxgard were owners; Leslie also 

projectionist at the Atlas Theatre on Yates Street. 

Reginald Gerrard took over for the next few years 

until it was acquired by Eric Foster in 1940. The 

Foster family also ran the Speedway Service 

Station on Douglas Street. The Imperial Oil 

pumps and tanks have been removed but the 

pump island base is still visible. The business 

presently operates as Fernwood Auto Service.

At the corner of Quadra Street and Finlayson 

(3103 Quadra) there is William’s Automotive 

Repairs Ltd. Opened in 1925 as Twin Oaks Service 

by George Leadbetter, this garage features the 

iconic gas pump island (now without the pumps) 

which was common at many gas stations of that 

era. In 1928 it became an outlet of the Victoria 

Petrol Company. Leadbetter passed away in 

1931.The garage was operated as Quadra Service 

by Wilbert Crust into the 1950's. This independent 

station sold Home Oil products until the 1990's.

Although no longer associated with garages, the 

property on the west side of Quadra between Yates 

and Johnson was home to various automotive 

related businesses between 1925 and into the 

1950's. The building at 866 Yates now occupied by 

Floyd’s Diner was a gas station and garage 

operated by the Jones Brothers, Leonard, Cecil, 

Harry and Thomas. The brothers had another 

outlet at 928 Johnson Street. They were at the 
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1950's. The building at 866 Yates now occupied by 

Floyd’s Diner was a gas station and garage 

operated by the Jones Brothers, Leonard, Cecil, 

Harry and Thomas. The brothers had another 

outlet at 928 Johnson Street. They were at the 

Yates location until the late 1940's, sharing it with 

Horwood Brothers Shell from 1942. Later, the 

station was operated as Oscar’s Shell. Perhaps as a 

precursor of today’s gas station convenience store, 

the Service News and Tobacco store was located on 

the property from 1940 and in its last year 

included a metaphysical bookstore!

The building at 1314 Quadra, at the south west 

corner of Johnson and Quadra and adjoining 866 

Yates Street is now occupied by Vancouver Island 

Linen Supply Ltd. Built in 1924, it was briefly 

home of the Auburn Motors dealership 

representing Auburn and Cord automobiles. 

(North American automobile manufacturing 

comprising 253 companies in 1908 had fallen to 

44 by 1929 principally through mergers. 80% of 

output was then by General Motors, Chrysler and 

Ford.) There were various tenants throughout the 

balance of the 1920's, becoming part of the Jones 

Brothers empire in 1932 and continuing into the 

1950's. 
Cliff Chandler
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1910-1911

his legendary company has been a mystery Tfor almost 40 years, ever since the first 

Colwood bottles were discovered. For many, the 

first look at a Colwood bottle was in the 1973-74 

issues of the Westward Collector Quarterly 

(published by George Watson and Bob Skrill).  

Fascinated, collectors and historians wanted to 

know more.  

The reason for all the mystery? The company was 

never listed in any early BC and Vancouver Island 

Directories. No advertisement is known nor has 

there ever been any mention of the firm in any 

periodical or newspaper. This despite the fact that 
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an unusually wide variety of artifacts exist — three 

different glass soda bottles, two distinct ceramic 

ginger beer bottles plus a glass soda siphon. 

The mystery deepened on July 28, 1976 when the 

front page headline in the local paper, the 

Goldstream Gazette, asked its readers — “Help 

solve the puzzle…Mystery and Intrigue Surrounds 

the Old Colwood Soda Water Company”.   The 

Gazette article noted that extensive research by 

bottle collectors had failed to turn up any evidence 

that the business ever existed. Many believed that 

the factory was on the grounds of the Royal 

Colwood Golf Course. Colwood resident and 

noted collector Bill Richards debunked that idea, 

saying that during an excavation of the golf course 

for a sprinkler system in the 1970's, his children 

found old bottles but none embossed ‘Colwood’. 

At any rate, there were no replies to the 1976 

Gazette article, so the mystery lived on.

Some collectors suggested that since Colwood 

artifacts had turned up at Colwood Corners 

(behind the Gulf Station, now a Petrocan), the 

factory must have been located there. There was 
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saying that during an excavation of the golf course 

for a sprinkler system in the 1970's, his children 

found old bottles but none embossed ‘Colwood’. 

At any rate, there were no replies to the 1976 

Gazette article, so the mystery lived on.

Some collectors suggested that since Colwood 

artifacts had turned up at Colwood Corners 

(behind the Gulf Station, now a Petrocan), the 

factory must have been located there. There was 

even a rumour that the plant was torched by a 

competitor in the super-competitive soda business.  

Another idea offered up over the years was that 

the Colwood Hygienic factory could have been 

located on the Royal Roads site before James 

Dunsmuir built his stately castle  there (called 

Hatley Park). However, a 2001 heritage survey of 

Royal Roads by Rob Vincent of Millennia Research 

Ltd. found that the only industries that existed 

prior to Dunsmuir taking over the property in 

1907 were a sawmill, a tannery and a shoe factory 

dating back to 1862-1886. The Millenia report 

noted that past archaeological digs have turned up 

many artifacts but no Colwood bottle was 

mentioned. The only soda bottles ever found at 

Royal Roads were one Thorpe & Company glass 

bottle and one Thorpe & Company ceramic ginger 

beer bottle.   

The first known (1964) history book of the area 

called ‘Notes and Quotes – A Brief Historical 

Record of Colwood and Langford’ by Dorothy 

Stranix omitted the company entirely. Similarly, a 

more recent undertaking (2003) called Old 

Langford: An Illustrated History 1850 to 1950 by 

Maureen Duffus also made no mention of the 

company.

Finally, here are some answers, presented for the 

first time thanks to a dedicated team of 

researchers – the author, C.J. Hanna and Ron 

Greene. The story was vigorously pursued over 

many months and cost in dollars. Scott Thornton 

of KLA Registry Services Ltd. is thanked for his 

historical land title search, and Gloria Wallin, 

descendant of Michael Baker (brother to John, 

James, George, Richard and William Baker) is 

thanked for the Baker family history she provided 

to the author in 2006.  
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communities, including Colwood.  A few years 

later the market was in full swing. The Victoria 

Daily Times edition of March 8, 1911 well pointed 

out the mood:

…“A Times representative was standing on    

the corner of Fort and Government streets 

yesterday when he was approached by a citizen 

who laughingly remarked “Look at the blue-print 

brigade.” Turning about and surveying the passing 

crowds, no less than eleven men were in sight who 

had blue-prints in their hands. They were walking 

hurriedly, intent on business…”

Colwood’s prospects looked very bright.  The 

Canadian Northern Railway was being built from 

Victoria to Lake Cowichan. In addition, the 

proposed construction of the nearby Sooke Lake 

Water System to supply the city of Victoria was 

being hotly debated in the local papers (Daily 

Colonist Jan 3, 1912).  Although Victoria’s real 

estate boom peaked in 1912, in Colwood there was 

still reason for optimism. The new Colwood 

Country Club was taking shape on 240 acres of 

land once used for the Colwood Racecourse and 

earlier, the headquarters for the Victoria Hunt 

Club (Daily Colonist May 14, 1913).  Nearby farms 

and ranches were being subdivided into lots. 

Beside the new golf course, one-third acre lots on 

Goldstream Road with city water were being 

offered for sale at $500 each (Daily Colonist 

August 17, 1913 page 11). 

Aware of these new opportunities, in 1910 a trio of 

businessmen, Frank Braine, Charles Baker and 

John Baker decided to open a soda pop factory in 

Colwood. Who were these men? Of Charles Baker 

little is known, although there was a Charles Baker 

engaged as a brewer’s assistant in Victoria in 1891 

(Greg Evans MA Thesis Page 225). John Baker was 

already a partner with his brother James in the 

well-known Victoria brick-making firm called 
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little is known, although there was a Charles Baker 

engaged as a brewer’s assistant in Victoria in 1891 

(Greg Evans MA Thesis Page 225). John Baker was 

already a partner with his brother James in the 

well-known Victoria brick-making firm called 

Baker Brothers (later Baker Brick & Tile Co) on 

Douglas Street. His brother was better known 

having been a Victoria alderman from 1891-93, 

but the Baker name had credibility. The family 

had been in the ice business in Victoria as early as 

1867. When John Baker became a partner in the 

new soda company in 1910, he had lived in 

Victoria for more than forty years, having arrived 

in 1866 from London, Ontario.

As for Frank Braine, he was without a doubt the 

most interesting of the three partners and the only 

one with a proven Colwood connection. Shortly 

before his death he was interviewed by George 

Mortimore of the Victoria Colonist (May 12, 1957) 

where he shared his incredible life story.

Frank Hilary Sedley Braine was born on December 

23, 1864, the son of an army officer.  At age 18, he 

travelled to Texas, near Uvalde, where he rode 

fence on a large 114,000 acre ranch beside the Rio 

Grande. ‘Riding fence’ meant guarding and 

repairing it from encroachment, especially from 

smaller ranchers attempting to access the water. 

Fortunately, Braine never found any trouble, 

although he did witness gunfights in town. 

Then he returned to England, enlisted in the 

British Army and served in Ireland for two years.  

After that he returned to Texas, then Oklahoma 

where he got a job loading coal cars.  Still moving 

north, Braine worked on the harvest in North 

Dakota then crossed the line into Canada, where 

he got a job as a section hand for the CPR.  With 

his restless spirit, he moved on and for the next 

four years drove a mail and stage coach for Charlie 

Stewart between Edmonton and Fort 

Saskatchewan. 

At the start of the Klondike Gold Rush, Braine and 

three companions decided to take the all-

Canadian route to Dawson City, building a scow at 

Athabasca Landing then drifting down the 
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Athabasca River. After some hardship they reached 

Great Slave Lake. When winter freeze-up came the 

quartet was caught at Hay River.  His three 

companions pushed on while Braine stayed 

behind with the barge and four hundred pounds 

of supplies.  

The following July Braine got the scow down the 

MacKenzie River to Fort Good Hope where he 

traded it and the rest of his supplies to the 

Hudson’s Bay Co. store. There he met some 

natives trading at the store and their leader, a man 

named ‘Little Kidney’ led Braine to the junction of 

Lansing Creek and the north fork of the Stewart 

River, an ideal place to set up his own trading 

post. Braine managed to find some help with 

running the post, as the 1901 census has 35 year 

old Frank Braine at Lansing Creek with 27 year 

old Percival Nash as his partner. Braine started 

with one log cabin and over the next few years the 

business grew to half a dozen buildings.  

During his time in the north, Braine had many 

experiences. While drifting down the Stewart River 

to Dawson he once rescued a man who had been 

badly mauled by a grizzly bear. Braine took him to 

Dawson but eventually the man died of his wounds 

in Seattle. Another time he found the body of a 

man encased in ice on a home-made raft. 

Apparently the man had become lost in the woods, 

so had built himself a raft to float downstream 

toward civilization. Without food and on the point 

of starving he had shot himself. The raft then 

became frozen in ice, and when Braine later came 

upon the corpse, it was surrounded by wolf tracks. 

After ten years of living in the north, Braine sold 

his interest in the post, moved south, and bought 

himself a farm in Colwood. On February 3, 1909 

Braine paid $6,500 for Section 107, Esquimalt 

District, comprising 106 acres, from William 

Robson, and the same day took out a small $2,000 
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himself a farm in Colwood. On February 3, 1909 

Braine paid $6,500 for Section 107, Esquimalt 

District, comprising 106 acres, from William 

Robson, and the same day took out a small $2,000 

mortgage from the B.C. Land & Investment 

Agency.

On September 6, 1910, Braine, Charles Baker and 

John Baker formed a partnership which was set 

down in a little known government register called 

the ‘Firm Declaration Book’ (GR-2540, Victoria 

County Court).  This was a useful way for small 

companies of that era to be legally created but 

without the more costly route of forming a joint 

stock limited liability company. They called their 

new firm the ‘Colwood Hygienic Mineral Water 

Works’, the exact name found on the bottles. This 

is the one and only known published reference to 

the company.

While the soda company existed on paper from 

September 1910, it was months before the bottling 

machinery, the hand-made glass and ceramic 

bottles, and other items related to the business 

would arrive from Britain. The arrival of the soda 

plant and bottles may well have been the reason 

that Braine took out a small $300 second 

mortgage on his Colwood farm with the B.C. Land 

& Investment Agency on June 26, 1911. Certainly 

Braine’s one-third share of $300 was a typical 

amount to fully equip a small soda bottling plant 

of that era.    

As mentioned earlier, in 1910 Colwood was still a 

rural community but it was undergoing a change 

from larger farms and ranches to smaller lots as it 

evolved into a suburb of Victoria.  Although there 

were seemingly few customers for soda pop, there 

were five established drinking establishments 

nearby – the Four Mile House, the Parson Bridge 

Hotel, the Oak Dell and the Colwood Hotel; in 

nearby Langford, there was also the popular 

Goldstream Hotel. 

Braine’s farm was near all of these operations and 

had other key features – it was close to the 
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Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway and was bisected 

by Mill Stream Creek, with its pure cold water, an 

ideal year-round source for filling the bottles. Even 

today Mill Stream Creek is a protected salmon-

bearing watercourse.  

At the very point that the company was about to 

begin, disaster struck on August 3, 1911 when 

John Baker unexpectedly died at the age of 60. He 

was not married and had no children, so John 

Baker had named his brother James as his sole 

executor.  James Baker was in England when his 

brother passed away, but rushed back to Canada 

and successfully probated John Baker’s will on 

August 31, 1911. 

At the time of his death, John Baker had just 

changed careers. The Victoria Colonist of August 

4, 1911 noted “Mr. John Baker, formerly of Baker 

Brothers brickyard and lately manager of the 

Victoria Ice Co. died at St. Joseph’s Hospital last 

evening”.  The ice company would have been a 

good fit with the new soda company. Perhaps the 

three partners planned to make John Baker the 

managing partner of the Colwood Hygienic 

Mineral Water Works. 

John Baker’s will is noteworthy. He left the bulk of 

his fairly substantial estate of $27,708 to his 

brother James with smaller amounts to nephews 

Stanley and James Baker (Stanley Baker would go 

on to take over as proprietor of the Victoria Ice 

Co.).  John Baker had no financial interest in the 

brickworks when he died but his ½ interest in the 

Victoria Ice Company was set at $1,676. The rest 

of his estate comprised various real estate holdings 

in the city of Victoria (none in Colwood) including 

five mortgages.  Of the Colwood Hygienic Mineral 

Water Works, John Baker’s will is silent. 
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The absence of the Colwood Hygienic Mineral 

Water Works in John Baker’s will indicates that the 

company never began operations beyond ordering 

the bottles and filling equipment. Otherwise, as 

executor, James Baker would have been obliged to 

report the value of the firm for the succession 

duties which were in place in British Columbia at 

that time.  Similarly, any company debts could 

have reduced the duties. It seems that John 

Baker’s death in 1911 brought a premature end to 

the Colwood Hygienic Bottling Works before it 

began. 

 
Certainly as far as Braine was concerned, without 

John Baker, there was no business.  On August 21, 

1911, only eighteen days after John Baker died, 

Braine sold Section 107, Colwood District to 

Rowland D. Edwards of Victoria by way of an 

Agreement For Sale for $8,000 (subject to the 

$2,300 in existing mortgages). 

Braine then moved swiftly to sell the rest of his 

assets. The Daily Colonist of August 25, 1911 

announced that Maynard & Son, Auctioneers, were 

having an “Important Sale” and that “Instructed, 

we will sell Frank Brame’s (sic) Ranch, Colwood 

TODAY at 2 pm” The list of items to be sold in the 

advertisement was extensive, including the entire 

contents of two cottages containing...“2 very fine 

hand carved Japanese arm chairs, hand carved 

writing desk, books, blinds, etc””in the first 

cottage. A partial list of the second cottage 

included a “Dominion upright piano, 3 piece 

mahogany parlor suite, upholstered in silk, rugs, 

curtains, etc”. 

Outside, the list was equally detailed: “Grey Horse, 

4 years old…17 ewes, 6 lambs, 1 pedigree 

ram…PIGS…3 breeding sows..CHICKENS…275 

White Wyandottes..DUCKS: 12 Pekin and 

lastly…IMPLEMENTS…Express wagon, harness, 

harrows, plows…” 

With such a detailed inventory, a bottling plant on 

the site would not have been overlooked. Even a 
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partly finished building would have been 

mentioned in the inventory for the value of 

materials on hand.  

The Agreement for Sale that Braine negotiated in 

August 1911 allowed Edwards to make annual 

payments until 1915, but Braine had no desire to 

wait for this money. He sold the Agreement for 

Sale on November 6, 1911 for a further $2,300 to 

Mary Eliza Ellen Philp, thus severing his last 

interest in the farm.  If Braine lost money on the 

Colwood Hygienic Soda Water Works, he certainly 

couldn’t complain about his investment in the 

land. His initial investment of $4,000 had almost 

doubled in less than three years, for a net profit of 

$3,800. 

These series of events, when linked together 

strongly suggest that the Colwood Hygienic 

Mineral Water Works existed on paper but likely 

never sold a full bottle.  What became of the 

bottles and equipment? They were probably sold 

off to other soda manufacturers, who were always 

in need of bottles and equipment. This may 

explain why Colwood bottles have turned up in 

Victoria and Vancouver showing obvious case wear 

from use. 

As for Braine, the Colwood chapter of his life was 

merely a footnote. After he sold his farm he 

started spending summers in Bamfield while 

continuing to travel to England. On one such trip 

he married a Rosa Horton who was two years older 

than Braine. The couple had one daughter, but 

tragically she died during the world flu epidemic 

in 1918. 

When World War One started in 1914, Braine was 

almost 50 years old. Still, he decided to enlist 

again, serving in military intelligence.  After the 

war the couple returned to British Columbia and 

decided to live in Bamfield full time. Braine 
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When World War One started in 1914, Braine was 

almost 50 years old. Still, he decided to enlist 

again, serving in military intelligence.  After the 

war the couple returned to British Columbia and 

decided to live in Bamfield full time. Braine 

purchased three crown grants there between 1924 

and 1927. Each were prime 3 acre, 4 acre and  5 

acre waterfront parcels located near Rance Island 

(Lots 5, 7, and 8, Block "B" Plan 3077 Barclay 

Land District) in Bamfield harbour. He paid $875 

for all three parcels in 1927.  

That same year Braine suffered another loss when 

his wife Rosa Jeston H. Braine passed away in 

Bamfield at the age of 65.  Although he had lost 

his closest family members, Braine carried on. He 

had become a well-known character in Bamfield 

who worked at a number of jobs - commercial 

fisherman, storekeeper, and also a fur trader. He 

was trusted by the Bamfield first nation members 

as he had been previously in the Yukon. In 

Bamfield he was widely known by the ironic name 

‘Pop’ (since the pop company fizzled!).  

All during his life Braine enjoyed good health. In 

the 1957 Colonist article he recalled battling a 70 

pound salmon in his eighties, only to lose it to a 

bent hook. Eventually, when he reached the age of 

84, his family demanded that he give up fishing in 

Bamfield and return to Victoria, where he spent 

his final years living with his grand-daughter, Mrs. 

Barbara Fletcher and her husband.  Braine finally 

passed away on November 27, 1958 at the age of 

93. His life was remarkable. He crossed the 

Atlantic Ocean at least 21 times in a boat. He ran 

an oyster bar in Texas and sold hand-made 

cigarettes in a small shop in London. Braine had 

also once been a member of a touring stage 

company between Edmonton and Vancouver. He 

was given the job because of a local reputation as a 

singer and a funnyman, formed partly in bars. He 

recalled in the Colonist article that during the 

Klondike Gold Rush champagne cost $25 a bottle 

in Dawson and it was cider. The cheapest drink 

was whiskey at $1.00 per glass.

The following photograph of Braine, taken at age 

92, clearly shows a life well lived.  One remaining 
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question still needs an answer -what became of 

Braine’s Colwood farm, where the partners 

planned to build their soda works? By a strange 

twist of history the entire parcel lies within today’s 

city of Langford, not Colwood! Part of it became 

Mill Hill Regional Park. Along Mill Stream Creek 

there is Cedar Vale city park, and the rest was 

subdivided into housing and a even a mobile 

home park. 

So take a stroll through Cedar Vale Park in 

Langford off Atkins Avenue. As you glance upward 

at the giant cedars beside Mill Stream Creek, 

imagine yourself  as Frank Braine did 100 years 

ago, hoping that you could turn your new sheep 

and chicken farm into a bustling soda factory.  

Today, as new houses cling ever higher up ‘Mill 

Mountain’ (as it was known then), Braine’s dream 

still seems a bit 

unlikely. 
The Colwood 

bottles are high 

on most collectors’ 

want list. The 

1976 Goldstream 

Gazette article 

gives a good idea 

of the relative 

rarity from 

collector Ron 

Jenkins. At that 

time there were 

five known ginger 

beer bottles, four 

glass pops and two 

siphons. A few more glass pops and at least 

another one or two ginger beers have emerged 

since 1976 but to the author’s knowledge no new 

siphons have been located.
Bill Wilson  
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MEMORIES OF THE PAST

The Edgewater Beach Hotel Salad Book by Arnold Shircliffe 
was published in 1926 by the Hotel Monthly Press of Chicago. 
It was a manual for the instruction of hotel and restaurant 
catering staff containing recipes gathered from fine hotels in 
Canada and the United States. It contains a recipe from 
Victoria [pages 240 and 243]:  Perhaps some members can 
remember their parents having eaten it at an elegant luncheon 
long ago.

Victoria Salad II
Ham, celery, beetroot, red and green peppers, lettuce

Bowl: Dice equal parts of cold boiled ham, hearts of celery,  
beetroot, green and red peppers and blend together with just a 
little French Dressing 1. Place mixture in a mould and turn 
out on a bed of  shredded lettuce. Mask with mayonnaise 
and garnish base of salad with julienned beetroot.

French Dressing No.1
 ¼ teaspoon salt
 1/5 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
 1 tablespoon pure vinegar
 4 tablespoons pure olive oil

F. Kelway, Steward,
Dominion Hotel, Victoria B.C.

Victoria Salad I 
Romaine, oranges, grapefruit, celery, nuts, grapes

On a bed of romaine or lettuce, alternatively, place sections of 
oranges and grapefruit. Place finely julienned celery on either 
side of the fruit and a fine line of grated nuts down the centre 
and on top of the fruit. Flank the nuts with sliced hot-house 
grapes. Serve with English Dressing No. 1

English Dressing No. 1
 To mayonnaise base add
 1 teaspoon walnut catsup
 1 teaspoon mushroom catsup
 1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce

Not attributed to any specific Victoria hotel, but may also have       
been supplied by Mr. Kelway.
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The Victoria Historical Society meets on the fourth 
Thursday of each month from September to May, at 
the James Bay New Horizons Centre, 234 Menzies 
Street, Victoria.

Meetings begin at 19:30 and comprise a short 

business meeting and a refreshment break followed 

by a talk or presentation by a guest speaker.

Visitors are welcome and encouraged to become 

members of our Society.

This newsletter is published four times a year and 

distributed to members electronically or by mail.  It 

is also available on our website:
www.victoriahistoricalsociety.bc.ca

and at our regular meetings at the door.

CONTACT US
By regular mail at...

Victoria Historical Society
PO Box 50001

Victoria     BC     V8S 5L8

By E-mail at...
inquiry@victoriahistoricalsociety.bc.ca
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